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Choose the correct onswer. iAore tlthn one onswer might be correct.

1) When Jess and her father return home
O he shouts at her because of all her lies.
O she says that she's sorry for all her lies.

Vnobodv is interested in all her lies.
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2) Teetu's parents \,
Kd;;'t Lä;iih"i, ,on to be unhappy and miserable. -) sb \Lt u*le\

O know now that it was just a girl they saw with Jess the other day.
O apologize to Pinky for making her so unhappy by calling off the wedding.

3) Mr Bhamra fixes the date for Pinky's wedding
)( on the day of the final against the Queen's Park Rangers (OPR) .
O right on Jess's birthday.
O on the day of the return match against the Germans.

4) .Jyles tells Jess that
lltne team missed her at training.
Kloe told her vyfrp{ had happened with Jess's dad.

, Xan 
Americaiiöäöüt will be watching the next match.

5) Mr pä*tonYrieö tö äxphin some basic football rules to his wife while
sea salt is
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eating a meal. The

O the defender.
{ tne attacker.
O the goal keeper.

6) Jess's exam results are really good, so she is
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O happy because

{.u.nl".ppy becauss S\e \c,s . g,\\s ,.- pcicc\\'\. /C\, €ctvrryg, , b. ."d?
'lFinish thäsentence ffisä:\o' Ts 
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7) Jess finds the pärty with her extdnded family .

O funny because of the interesting conversations and the dancing.
O excitinq because the man of her dreams seems to be very interested in her.6 sLe. ls rrc.F
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:{ Jess is not happy to see him because
Finisn the sentence you choose.)
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8) When Joe comes along
O Jess is happy to see him because
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